IPA FRIENDSHIP WEEK
18th – 25th OCTOBER 2020, BARCELONA & MADRID

IPA SPAIN FW2020

PRICES (Package per person)



Doble Occupancy Room: 1.020 €
Single Occupancy Room: 1.385 €

THE PACCKAGE INCLUDES:











Transfers:
 Arrival Sunday 18th October 2020.
 Airport: Josep Tarradellas Barcelona-El Prat International Airport.
 Departure Sunday 25th October 2020.
 Airport: Adolfo Suarez Madrid Barajas International Airport.
7 Nights of accommodation at the selected hotels:
 3 nights at LLORET DE MAR: Evenia Olympic Resort & Congress Center ****
 4 nights at MADRID:
Hotel Tryp Chamartin ***
Full board basis from Sunday 18th dinner to Sunday 25th breakfast, except Saturday 24th lunch. Farewell dinner
included.
Cellar at the restaurants at least 1 drink included: beer, wine soft drink, water and coffee.
All visits and excursions described in the official program of the event, including entrance fee.
All transfers of the visits and excursions described in the official program of the event.
Montserrat mountain ZIP train.
High speed train ( AVE ) Barcelona – Madrid.
Transfers from / to airport: Sunday 18th , Sunday 25th
Taxes
IPA assistance 24 hours

THE PRICE NOT NCLUDES:






Flights or transport from to origin.
Travel / Healt Insurance. We suggest obtaining before arriving.
Tips
Visa expenses
Any kind of visit or service that has not been expressly described in the paragraph “The price includes“
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EVENIA OLYMPIC RESORT & CONGRESS CENTER
The Olympic Congress Center is part of the EVENIA
Olympic Resort composed of 4 hotels**** and Congress center (auditorium), located in a residential area
of Lloret de Mar (1000 m. from the beach. 12 minutes
walking).
Its pleasant environment and modern facilities guarantee a successful development of any kind of events.
Surface area of over 30,000 m2 and feature: Large gardens, Tropical swimming-pools, Heated swimmingpools,Spa,Tennis Court and covered car parking.
The average temperature in October is 22 degrees.
Distance between Barcelona International Airport and
Lloret de Mar (Costa Brava): 1 hour by car.
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HOTEL TRYP CHAMARTIN
Hotel Madrid Chamartín Managed by Meliá Hotels
International.
Privileged location next to the Paseo de la Castellana,
the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium and shopping and
business areas. Excellend access to Plaza de España
and Puerta del Sol.
Magnificient outdour pool in the summer. Splendid
breakfeast buffet.
Public car park, metro station (210 m) and train station
a few metres from the hotel.
Free WiFi access is available.
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MONTSERRAT
Monday morning, we will take a ZIP train from the town of Monistrol to Montserrat. In 15 minutes, the Zip train does
the peculiar silhouette of the mountain and allows you to enjoy privileged views of the mountain. Through the
panoramic views of the train, you will see the great beauty of the landscape.
You will discover this wonderful Holy Mountain and all its secrets visiting the Basilica, the incredible Black Virgin, known
as “La Moreneta”, who is the patron saint of Catalonia and you will be able to hear the Escolania de Montserrat child
choir, one of the most famous in Europe and the oldest (14th century).

CAVES FREIXENET
After lunch in a restaurant, we will go to visit Caves Freixenet, annex citing guided tour where you will discover the
process of making cava, from the oldest part of the wineries to the newest, where tradition and cutting-edge technology
coexist. Includes train ride and cava tasting.
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BARCELONA SIGHTSEEING TOUR
21st Century enjoying the reputation of the most cosmopolitan, avant-garde and modern city in Spain, being in constant
renovation since the 1992 Olympic Games.
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SAGRADA FAMILIA
We will enter for a guided tour of The Sagrada Familia, an exceptional temple, both as regards its origin and its foundation
as its purpose. Fruit of the work of the great architect Antoni Gaudi, it was a project promoted by and for the people, and
there are already five generations who have been seeing the evolution of the temple in Barcelona, Currently, with more
than 135 years since the laying of the first stone, the Basilica is still under construction and is expected to beended by
2026.

PUEBLO ESPAÑOL
Before lunch we visit the Pueblo Español, it is unique space in Barcelona created in 1929 that to day maintains all its
charm. We will walk through streets and squares of the best historical architecture of the country and will appreciate the
great diversity of our culture. From traditions and landscapes to live crafts and contemporary art . An unforgettable
experience.
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TRANSFER TO MADRID
On Wednesday, after breakfast, we will transfer you to Barcelon railway
Station to take the high-speed train to Madrid.

MADRID OF THE AUSTRIAS
After our lunch in a restaurant, we will visit The Madrid of the Austrias which is the name given to one the most tourist
areas of the center of Madrid, located between the Puerta del Sol and the Royal Palace and where some of the most
important monuments of Madrid are concentrated. It is named for having been built, mostly, during the reign of the
House of the Habsburg or the Habsburg dynasty.
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TOLEDO
On Thursday and Friday, we will visit Toledo, Ávila, the National Police Academy (CNP) and probably Segovia, if we have
enough time!
In Toledo we will take a half day guided tour visiting this monumental World Heritage City. Toledo was the capital of the
Spanish Empire with Carlos V. The transfer of capital to Madrid in 1561 plunged Toledo into stage of decline that took
advantage of the Church to become the economic and ideological engine of the city, thus replacing the nobility and the
Cut. From the 18th century, Toledo began his definitive recovery, helped by the arrival in 1858 of the first railway to the
city . Already in the 80’s, Toledo was named capital of the Community of Castilla-la-Mancha region.

AVILA
In Ávila we will take a half day guided tour visiting this medieval city of the three cultures. The image of the medieval
city is configure by its walls, which in the case of Ávila are much more than symbolic representation, it is the
monument that explains it and configures it Walls, houses, palaces, temples, convents, configure the rich artistic
heritage of the city, fruit of an enriching historical past starring the cultures that lived there. History, art, mysticism,
traditions, gastronomy, nature come together to offer visitors an enriching stay in Ávila
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MADRID
Saturday will be a free day in Madrid for private visits, on your own, or shopping. Capital of Spain falls in love with the
traveller with its thousand corners to discover. It is one of those places thats should not be visited, should belived. Why?
Because it is the best way to pierce his think in and join his liturgies, his reeds and tapas, his life on the Street and his
noisy terraces. But, beyond sidewalk hedonism, Madrid has neighbourhood such as Las Letras, Malasaña or Madrid de
los Austrias. And also, monuments such as the Royal Palace, the Plaza Mayor or the iconic Puerta del Sol. In addition, this
city is a must for every cultural traveller, from which he enjoys the most classic paintings in the essential Prado Museum.
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